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Decentralized Diversified Token Contracts
SEND. SWAP. DIVERSIFY
OVERVIEW
Crypto Diversified aims to bring a decentralized autonomous diversification platform to the world
through the use of smart contracts on the Ethereum network using the Bancor protocol to make
relays. The smart tokens for each diversified token contract will serve as the mediator between
the user and the tokens held in the smart contract.

BANCOR PROTOCOL
The Bancor Protocol enables automatic price determination and an autonomous liquidity
mechanism for tokens on smart contract blockchains. These Smart Tokens have one or more
connectors to a network that hold balances of other tokens, allowing users to instantly purchase
or liquidate a Smart Token for any of its connected tokens directly through the Smart Token’s
contract, at a price that is continuously recalculated to balance buy and sell volumes.
( QUOTE FROM BANCOR WHITE PAPER ) www.bancor.network

CDMED
A user would send Ethereum to the CDMED contract address. The contract would then send the
appropriate amount of CDMED back based off of the value of the diversified tokens held divided

by the token circulating supply. (The circulating supply will be all tokens held not including the
CDMED contract address). The contract would send .05% of the eth as a fee to a fee address.
The contract would then sends 99.5% eth evenly between eight Bancor relays to diversify the
Ethereum ( EOS, ELF, BAX, POA, DRGN, SRN, WAX, POWR ) If a user wants to redeem their
CDMED for the percentage of diversified tokens its value is tied to, they can send back the
CDMED to the contract address and the diversified tokens would be sent back minus a .05% fee
based off of the percentage sent compared to the circulating supply.

FLOW CHART

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Future contracts would have various levels of diversity. The CDMED contract and other future
developed contracts can be added to new contract profiles once CDMED and future developed
contracts are added to the Bancor network to further diversify the new contracts. Future

contracts in development also include diversifying based off of market conditions like market cap,
volume and social media momentum.

CONTRACT AUDITING
Tokens held in contracts can be viewed on the contract addresses or on our website.
CDMED CONTRACT: 0x3ddd8C26d43F0f5DAEc19402865361aCEE4F87b8
WEBSITE: www.cryptodiversifiedcontracts.com
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